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Children

Children, whether through curiosity or just being in the wrong place at the wrong time, have a knack for getting 
themselves tangled up in situations beyond their understanding, much less their capability to escape! Weak-
er and more easily frightened than Civilians, Children have no BP value and may only be used in Scenarios 
or circumstances that specifically require their presence. Unless otherwise specified, Children may never be 
equipped with any weapons or gear.

Child

M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
4 6+ 4 1 1 6+ None

Weapons: Unarmed
Special:  Human
Child Psychology: When rolling on the Insanity Table, all Children suffer a –2 penalty to the result. When 
suffering from Revulsion, Children will always run toward the Threshold table edge in games of Strange 
Aeons, or towards the nearest table edge in Von Unaussprechlichen Kulten.
Squirmy: Kids don’t put up much of a fight, but they’re hard to get a good hold of! Models that enter base-
to-base with an unarmed Child may elect to snatch them up rather than engaging in close combat. Car-
ried Children inflict penalties of -1 C.C.B., +2 Dexterity and -1 Movement on the carrying model. Multiple 
Children may be carried, but the penalties are cumulative. Children may be dropped voluntarily at any time 
(or automatically if their captor goes Face Down), and are placed 2” away from the model that has released 
them. If a model carrying a Child is shot at, the hit will be randomized between captor and captive(s).
Father Knows Best: A Child within 5” of a Threshold model may use its Resolve instead of their own.
Think of the Children: Threshold models may never make Ranged attacks at a model that carries a Child, 
for fear of harming the poor innocents! Should a Threshold attack ever inadvertently remove a Child from 
play due to injury, the model that made the attack will receive a Black Mark.


